The problem of checking or optimally simplifying bisimulation formulas is likely to be computationally very hard. We take a di erent view at the problem: we set out to de ne a very fast algorithm, and then see what we can obtain. Sometimes our algorithm can simplify a formula perfectly, sometimes it cannot. However, the algorithm is extremely fast and can, therefore, be added to formula-based bisimulation model checkers at practically no cost. When the formula can be simpli ed by our algorithm, this can have a dramatic positive e ect on the better, but also more time consuming, theorem provers which will nish the job.
Introduction
The need for validity checking or optimal simpli cation of rst order bisimulation formulas has arisen from recent work on symbolic bisimulation checking of value-passing calculi 4, 9, 15]. The NP-completeness of checking satis ability of propositional formulas 3] implies that validity checking of that class of formulas is co-NP complete. Additionally, checking of quanti ed formulas is P-space hard 7], so there is not much hope for a fast algorithm for deciding exactly when a bisimulation formula is valid. Instead, we set out to solve the problem of what you can get for free, i.e., to what extent is it possible to decide validity simply while reading the formula? As it turns out, there is almost nothing that can be done in linear time. The most simple tasks of storing and retrieving information about variables will cost O(n log n). So, we allowed ourselves this extra log-factor and changed the question to what you can get almost for free. As we shall demonstrate in this paper, the algorithm we have designed is very fast. Not alone does it run in O(n log n); the constant is also very small. On average, we read through the formulas at a rate of about 75 Kbytes per second. Of course, this is only interesting if the algorithm outputs useful answers reasonably frequently, i.e., in the absence of an obvious notion of optimal simpli cation (to a minimal equivalent formula), if the algorithm can reasonably frequently guarantee that the formula is valid, rule out that the formula could be valid, or maybe simplify a huge formula to a much smaller equivalent one. It is not easy Basic Research in Computer Science, a Centre of the Danish National Research Foundation. y The initial part of this work was done while this author was at Aarhus University.
to measure how often the algorithm produces a useful answer, but through examples, we show that there are families of process expressions which give rise to formulas, where our algorithm is successful. The algorithm make a single pass over the formula making no assumptions about the variable names. Notice that this also implies that if formulas are passed on to our algorithm from another program, they do not have to be saved at any point, but can be passed on to our program via pipelining. As already mentioned, in addition to validity checking, we can also simplify formulas. This greatly increases the usefulness of this work. Even if our algorithm fails to prove the validity of a formula, it will quite often simplify the formula so drastically that the validity of the formula (or the opposite) can easily be asserted by the user. Another possibility is to check the simpli ed formula for validity using other tools. Tools that would succeed more often, but the complexity of which would make it impossible to work on the original formula. The main advantage of simplifying formulas is that the algorithm can be built into the program generating the bisimulation formulas and simplify the formula on the y. Also, intermediate simpli cations can be used to prune the generation of other subformulas. This can be of vital importance since the formulas can become exponentially large. Our algorithms work just as well on formulas with free variables as on closed formulas. This means that by simplifying a formula with free variables, we actually characterize the conditions, in terms of the free variables, under which two processes are bisimilar.
Bisimulation Formulas
In this section, we introduce bisimulation formulas and some general notions from formal logic. Due to lack of space we shall only brie y sketch how bisimulation formulas are obtained. In 4, 9] , bisimulation formulas are used in a three stage process of verifying bisimilarity of value-passing programs ( 15] obtain similar formulas, albeit with a di erent approach).
In the rst stage, symbolic transition graphs (a generalization of the standard notion of labeled transition graphs) are generated from terms of some value-passing language, say the full CCS calculus 14]. The two graphs are symbolic bisimilar 4, 9, 10] i the two terms are bisimilar in traditional sense. T;
To shorten the presentation, all nodes except for root nodes, have been omitted from the graphs. Each edge is labeled with a guarding condition and a (symbolic) action. The initial conditions of the graph g 1 associated with A 1 are T, whereas the last condition is x y, i.e., x and y should have equivalent values. In the next stage, an algorithm is used for nding a rst order boolean expression mgb, called the most general boolean, characterizing the conditions for which two nite symbolic transition graphs are (symbolic) bisimilar. Intuitively, two processes are bisimilar if, whenever one process can do an action, the other has a matching action such that the resulting two processes again are bisimilar. This is re ected in the bisimulation formula. For example, the fact that g 3 must match an action corresponding to the left edge of g 1 , is captured in the mgb g 1 ;g 3 subformula
If an instantiation of variables satis es the guarding condition T of g 1 , then it must satisfy a guarding condition, T or x y, of g 3 as well as the corresponding mgb, T^(a y ! F)]
or T^T]. When matching output actions, the values sent must be equal. An equality predicate captures this. By input, universal quanti cation is used to express that for all values received, the processes are bisimilar.
In the nal stage, validity of the bisimulation formula is checked. If it is valid, the original programs are bisimilar under all instantiations. Otherwise, the formula expresses the weakest conditions on the instantiations for which they are bisimilar. Later, in section 7, we shall see that mgb g 1 ;g 3 is in fact valid.
Formally, the class of formulas, which we will work with in the rest of this paper, is de ned by the syntax E ::= P j E^E j E _ E j P ! E j 8x: E and P ::= T j F j x y; where x and y range over a set, V , of variables. As usual, formulas are closed if they have no free variables. Notice that bisimulation formulas only have universal quanti cation. The binary predicate symbol is assumed be interpreted as an equivalence relation D over a nonempty domain D. It is then standard how to de ne when an environment, i.e., a function from V to D, satis es a formula. An environment satis es a set of formulas ?, if it satis es each formula of ?. ? semantically entails E, written ? j = E, if E is satis ed by any environment satisfying ?. E is valid, j = E, if ; j = E.
The class of bisimulation formulas is a subset of the class of all quanti ed formulas and checking validity of bisimulation formulas is not P-space hard. An easy reduction shows that checking satis ability with respect to an environment is NP complete, so presumably checking validity of bisimulation formulas is co-NP complete. We now state some general properties of entailment relevant for the development of the algorithm. For simplicity, we write ? as E 1 ; : : :; E n when ? = fE 1 ; : : :; E n g. Similarly In general, there is not any similar disjunction theorem allowing both introduction and elimination to the right. However, from the entailment theorems and a few tautologies, we get proposition 2. As a consequence of D being an equivalence relation we also have proposition 3.
Proposition 2 If ? j = E or ? j = E 0 , then ? j = E _ E 0 . Proposition 3 a) j = x x b) x y j = y x c) x y; y z j = x z 3 The Abstract Algorithm
We now set out to design an algorithm for checking validity of formulas with an equivalence predicate. We keep it as abstract as possible to allow for a large degree of freedom in the choice of data structures in the actual implementation. Intuitively, the idea of the algorithm is to collect in a relation R (over variables) information about variables known to be equivalent when checking subformulas. For instance, checking the validity of a formula like x y ! E is reduced to checking E under the assumption that x and y are equivalent, i.e. (x; y) is added to R and E then checked. To exploit that is an equivalence relation, the symmetric and transitive closure, is taken before proceeding to E. However, when checking E of the formula 8x: E the situation is quite the opposite.
Since a new scope is entered, all previous collected information in R concerning x, must be removed before E is checked. Formally, for R denote the symmetric and transitive closure by R , the re exive closure, R f(x; x) j x 2 V g, by R 0 and the removal of x, f(y; z) 2 R j y 6 = x; z 6 = xg, by R n x. Notice, R n x R, and if R is symmetrically and transitively closed, then so is R n x.
In order to connect with the logic, we associate with R the set of formulas R def = fx y j (x; y) 2 Rg. The notions of closures and removal extend to R in the natural way: R n x is (R n x) etc. The algorithm is conveniently described using Kleene's three-valued logic 11], the three truth-values being t for \true", f for \false" and u for \unde ned"/ \unknown". The Kleene truth tables for conjunction,^K, disjunction, _ K , and implication, ! K , are:
The abstract algorithm is expressed in terms of a function, j j =, which given a bisimulation formula E and a symmetrically and transitively closed relation R, returns t only if R j = E, and f only if R 6 j = E. From now on, R is assumed to be symmetrically and transitively closed. Writing j j = in x, the de nition is: R j j = E is case E of T : t F : f x y : if x R 0 y then t else u E 0^E00 : R j j = E 0^K R j j = E 00 E 0 _ E 00 : R j j = E 0 _ K R j j = E 00 E 0 ! E 00 : R j j = E 0 ! K R 0 j j = E 00 ,
Notice that j j = is well-de ned because we take the symmetric and transitive closure of (R f(x; y)g). Given a formula E, the initial call to this function will be ; j j = E, where ; is the empty relation.
Proving correctness is a matter of proving soundness of j j = relative to j =. First, we need a small result linking R to universal quanti cation.
Lemma 4 If R n x j = E, then R j = 8x: E.
Proof Assume that R nx j = E and let an environment satisfying R be given. Because R nx R , must satisfy R nx as well. Now x does not occur in any formula of R nx so all environments di ering from only on the value of x, will then also satisfy R nx. By the assumption each such environment also satis es E wherefore the original environment satis es 8x: E. 2
Writing j j = E for ; j j = E, we can now state the correctness of the algorithm.
Proof Part a) of the theorem follows from the stronger statement if R j j = E = t then, R j = E which we prove by induction on the structure of E. Assume R j j = E = t. We consider the forms of E: T, F: In general, ? j = T, so also R j = T. The case of F is trivial, since R j j = F 6 = t.
x y: By de nition of 0 , it follows that R j j = x y = t i either x R y or x = y. Now, x R y is equivalent to x y 2 R . By (Rep), we get R j = x y. In the case x = y, the situation is really that E is x x. By (Ext) and a) of proposition 3, we directly obtain R j = x x. E 0^E00 : By de nition, R j j = E 0^E00 = t implies R j j = E 0 = t and R j j = E 00 = t. By induction, we obtain that R j = E 0 and R j = E 00 . Using (Conj), we obtain that R j = E 0^E00 . E 0 _ E 00 : Similar, using proposition 2 instead of (Conj). E 0 ! E 00 : By the de nition of ! K , we must have R j j = E 0 = f or R 0 j j = E 00 = t. The forms of E 0 :
T: Then R 0 = R and because R j j = T = t, it follows that R j j = E 00 = t. As above we deduce R j = E 00 . Using (Ext), we get R ; T j = E 00 and therefore R j = T ! E 00 follows by (Imp).
F: In general ?; F j = E, so in particular R ; F j = E 00 . By (Impl), R j = F ! E 00 . x y: We have R j j = x y = t or R j j = x y = u. In either case, we must have R 0 j j = E 00 = t, where R 0 = (R f(x; y)g) . By induction, we get R 0 j = E 00 , which is the same as (R ; x y) j = E 00 . Now any z w in (R ; x y) can be deduced from R ; x y so by repeated use of (Cut), each of these z w can be removed from the hypothesis and we nally get R ; x y j = E 00 . Thus, by (Impl), R j = x y ! E 00 . 8x: E 0 : By the induction hypothesis we get that R n x j = E 0 . The result follows from lemma 4.
Part b) follows similarly from the stronger statement that if R j j = E = f, then R j = :E. 2 
The Concrete Algorithm
In this section, we discuss the implementation of the abstract algorithm outlined in section 3. The function j j =, which is de ned there, closely follows the structure of a formula E.
The concrete implementation in this section will follow this structure in exactly the same way. So, the primary task is to nd a representation of the relation R such that operations on this relation (union, closure, checking for equivalence, etc.) can be performed e ciently. The primary operations are to make two variables equivalent and to test whether two variables are already equivalent. This is an instance of the so-called disjoint set problem, which is usually solved using rooted trees 6]. To obtain the best possible performance, path compression (McIllroy and Morris) and union by rank 17] (or similar schemes) are normally used to obtain an amortized complexity of O(A ?1 (n)) per nd operation 17, 19] , where A ?1 is the inverse of the (unary) Ackermann function 1].
However, when processing formulas like (x y ! E)^E 0 , we need to rst form the union of the equivalence classes of x and y, then process the expression E, and then deunion (undo) the last union before processing E 0 . Path compressions are impossible to undo without ruining the complexity, so we only use union by rank, and obtain a complexity of O(log n) per nd 18]. In order to undo the unions, each union operation is registered on a stack. In this way, deunions can be done in constant time (unions are still constant time). These three operations, nd, union, and deunion, can also be implemented such that the amortized complexity for the nd operation becomes O(log n=(log log n)). That proposal is from 12]. See 20] for the analysis. However, the size of the overhead is so large that for formulas that we consider (up to approximately 5Mbytes), this method is slower. For further details on disjoint set implementations, see 13]. We call the structure we use a union-nd-deunion (UFD) structure. For formulas without universal quanti cation, this would be all we would need. However, formulas like (8x: E)^E 0 require that the variable x is freed from previous unions while processing E. Afterwards, for the processing of E 0 , all the old information on x must be restored. Having to keep track of several versions of variables means that the variables cannot be used directly in the UFD structure. Instead, we do the following: at any point during the processing of a formula, each variable, x, has an associated stack of pointers corresponding to the number of active versions of x. In greater detail, when a quanti er construction 8x: is encountered, a pointer is pushed onto x's stack. The pointer points to a new item in the UFD structure not related to anything, which was previously there. In this way, the old environment can be restored by simply popping the stack. In order to access the stacks associated with variable names as fast as possible, variable names (along with the pointer to the stacks) are organized in a red-black tree 2, 8], which is one of the e cient implementations of dictionaries with a complexity of O(log n) per operation, where n is the number of elements in the tree.
To summarize, we use a red-black tree that has variable names as keys and stacks of pointers as values. All these pointers point into a common UFD structure. In addition, the UFD structure has its own stack of undo information. We refer to the structure consisting of all these other data structures as the combined structure.
In the following, we list the operations that the three data structures are assumed to be equipped with. The description is brief as all this is quite well known. However, it seems useful to introduce the names of the operations on the di erent structures. A stack is a collection of values, which can be removed from the structure only in the reverse order of which they were inserted. Assume that S is a stack and v is a value. The following operations are supported: Push(S; v), Pop(S), Top(S), Empty(S), and InitStack(). A dictionary implements a set of pairs (k; v), where k is a key value from a totally ordered domain and v is any value. We assume that each key value appears at most once in the dictionary. If T is a dictionary, then the following operations are supported: Insert(T; k; v), Delete(T; k), Member(T; k), LookUp(T; k), and InitTree(). A UFD structure is a collection of elements some of which may be equivalent with other elements. The following operations are supported: Union(U; p; q), Find(U; p), Deunion(U), and InitUFD(). Obviously, the implementation is basically the well-known union-nd structure using a stack to save information about the unions. A Kleene boolean is an implementation of Kleenes three-valued logic. The three Kleene truth-values TRUE, FALSE, and UNKNOWN correspond to t, f, and u, respectively. The operations Kand, Kor, and Kimp implement the operations^K, _ K , and ! K as described in the tables of section 3. Furthermore, Ktu turns an ordinary boolean into the Kleene boolean TRUE if it is true and otherwise into UNKNOWN.
The Algorithm
In this section, we present the concrete algorithm, which implements the abstract algorithm from section 3. Basically, this is all about representing the relation R using advanced data structures. We assume that the formula E has a representation in the form of a syntax tree. There are well-developed standard techniques to de ne and manipulate syntax trees. For clarity, we leave out these details. Also, to present the crucial parts of the algorithm as clearly as possible, we treat E 1^E2 and E 1 _ E 2 independently. In reality, as we want to process the formula using pipelining, we should process E 1 rst and not until after that has been done can we decide whether a conjunction or a disjunction is been processed. Another reasonable assumption would be to require that the program generating the formula does this using a pre x notation likê (E 1 ; E 2 ) and _(E 1 ; E 2 ).
For simplicity, we assume that the formulas are closed, i.e., they do not have any free variables. This is no serious simpli cation since free variables can be treated as if they were bound at the outermost level.
The concrete implementation follows the structure of the formula in the same way as j j =, except that the call for the left-hand operand of implication is unfolded and incorporated directly into the case analysis. Before use, T is declared as a red-black tree and properly initialized using InitTree().
Similarly, U is declared as a UFD structure and initialized by a call to InitUFD().
Correctness Proposition 6 The combined structure immediately after a call to the function check is exactly as it were immediately before the call to check.
Proof By induction in the number of calls to the function check. The base case is when this number is one, which means that check is not called recursively. Thus, we must be in one of the cases T, F, or x y. The result follows since the combined structure is not altered in any of these cases. For the induction step, the result follows trivially from the induction hypothesis in the case where E is E 0^E00 , E 0 _ E 00 , T ! E 0 , or F ! E 0 , since the combined structure is not changed.
Assume that E is (x y) ! E 0 . By the induction hypothesis, the call check(E 0 ) leaves the structure unchanged. The claim follows as Deunion(U) will undo the last union not yet undone. This must be Union(U,p,q), as the combined structure after the call to check(E 0 ) is exactly as it were before the call.
Assume that E is 8x : E 0 . By the induction hypothesis, the call check(E 0 ) leaves the structure unchanged. Since LookUp(T,x) is a stack, the statement Pop(LookUp(T,x)) will undo the e ect of the statement Push(LookUp(T,x),p). Furthermore, if the stack LookUp(T,x) is empty, then this stack must have been inserted into T by this current invocation of check, so the empty stack should be deleted.
2 Proposition 7 Let F be a bisimulation formula, and let E be a subexpression of F with x and y bound in the context of E. Immediately before the call check(E), the combined structure is an exact representation of R in the corresponding call R j j = E, i.e., x R 0 y , Find(U,Top(LookUp(T,x))) = Find(U,Top(LookUp(T,y))) Proof By induction in the structure of E. The base case is when E = F, in which case both R (and thus also R 0 ) and the combined structure are empty. For the induction step, we consider all possible forms that E could have.
If E is T, F, x y, E 0^E00 , E 0 _ E 00 , T ! E 0 , or F ! E 0 , then the combined structure remains unchanged and the same R is used in the recursive application of j j =.
Assume that E is (x y) ! E 0 . Then j j = is called with the relation formed by adding (x; y) to R and taking the symmetric and transitive closure. In the combined structure, if x and y do not already belong to the same equivalence class, then the equivalence classes of x and y are joined. Notice that given the representation of the combined structure and the way it is used, it is automatically closed re exively, symmetrically, and transitively.
Assume that E is 8x: E 0 . Then j j = is called with the relation formed from R by deleting all pairs that include x. In the combined structure, a new pointer into the UFD structure is created and placed on the top of x's variable stack, thus e ectively hiding any pairs involving x; except that the pair (x; x) will belong to the structure ensuring re exitivity. Lemma 8 The function, check, correctly implements j j =. Proof From proposition 6, it follows that a function semantically equivalent to the function check can be written by letting the combined structure be a value-passing parameter to check. As the two algorithms are structurally equivalent modulo unfolding, it is su cient to consider the use of the combined structure and R. From proposition 7, it follows that the combined structure is an exact representation of R 0 . 2 Theorem 9 Let E be a bisimulation formula, and let n be the size of E. Then the time-complexity of check(E) is O(n log n).
Proof The algorithm is recursive in the structure of E, and clearly, there are a constant number of statements per symbol in E. These statements either perform constant-time operations, or they operate on one of the data structures. As these are initially empty, and as they share the property that n operations are carried out in time O(n log n), the result follows.
5 Extensions of the Algorithm
In this section, we consider various extensions of the algorithm. For each extension, we sketch the modi cations of the abstract algorithm from section 3, and we discuss the correctness issues brie y. Many more extension than the ones presented here are possible. However, we have decided only to present extensions according to the criteria: a) the asymptotic complexity should not change. b) the increase in the actual complexity should be very low (less than a factor of 10). c) it should still be a one pass algorithm. It is not hard to deal with constants and through the obvious transformation suggested by the equivalence (E^E 0 ) ! E 00 =jj = E ! (E 0 ! E 00 ); the algorithm can easily cover implication subformulas with conjunctions of predicates to the left. It is straight forward to cope with multiple equivalence relations by letting the function j j = work with multiple relations over variables. The function j j = is only able to return t (f) if the formula is valid (unsatis able). However, the algorithm, j j = c , obtained from j j = by returning the result of (R f(x; y)g) j j = c E 0 in case of formulas of the form (x y) ! E 0 , is able to deal with contingent formulas as well. Theorem 10 a) If j j = c E = t then j = E. b) If j j = c E = f then 6 j = E. Proof The proof of a) is almost exactly as the corresponding proof of theorem 5. Part b) is proved by showing that if R j j = c E = f then E it is not satis ed by environments identifying all variables. 2 j j = c is clearly as good as j j =. It is also strictly better because j j = x y ! F = u and j j = c x y ! F = f.
In this section, we discuss changes to the algorithm with the purpose of outputting a simpli ed formula equivalent to the original formula. The algorithm should contain the validity checking algorithm as a special case, i.e., if the validity checking algorithm deems a formula valid, then this new algorithm should simplify the formula to T. Also, we would like the algorithm to ful ll the criteria of the previous section.
Like the j j = function, the new function, j j = r , takes as arguments a relation, R, over variables and a rst order formula, but now it returns a rst order formula instead of a truth-value of three-valued logic. We use the same case analysis, but turn the Kleene truth tables into simpli cation tables, essentially by replacing u by the argument formula. Compare with the Kleene truth tables in section 3. However, this is not quite su cient. In the 8x: E 0 case of j j =, 8x is eliminated completely. This cannot be done here when E 0 does not simplify to T or F, so a simpli cation table for 8 is also needed.
We are now ready to de ne j j = r . R j j = r E is case E of x y : if x R 0 y then T else x y E 0^E00 : R j j = r E 0^r R j j = r E 00 E 0 _ E 00 : R j j = r E 0 _ r R j j = r E 00 E 0 ! E 00 : R j j = r E 0 ! r Upd(R; E 0 ) j j = r E 00 8x: E 0 : 8 r x: R n x j j = r E 0 E : E The nal case deals with T and F and for convenience, we have introduced an explicit update function:
Upd(R; E) = ( (R f(x; y)g) ; if E is x y R; otherwise
The simpli ed formula is logically equivalent with the original as stated in the following correctness theorem.
Theorem 11 E if and only if j j = r E.
Proof This follows from the statement below which is proved by induction. We omit the details.
R ! E i R ! (R j j = r E) 2
The next proposition expresses that j j = r is at least as good as j j =.
Proposition 12 If j j = E = t (f), then j j = r E = T (F).
The next section contains examples of simpli cations using this algorithm. A straightforward improvement of the simpli cation algorithm can be obtained from the semantic equivalence E 0^E00 =jj = E 0^( E 0 ! E 00 ):
(1) Exploiting the simpli cation of E 0 , the conjunction case is changed to: let E 0 r = R j j = r E 0 in E 0 r^r Upd(R; E 0 r ) j j = r E 00 : In this way, the algorithm can simplify (F _ x y)^(x y ! F), for example, to F.
Along the same lines, the algorithm can be improved further by using:
E _ E 0 =jj = (:E) ! E 0 : Writing x 6 y for the common occurring formula x y ! F, we get as a special case:
x 6 y _ E =jj = x y ! E:
(2) As the algorithm is formulated now, there is a priori nothing that prevents the algorithm from working with more predicates such as x 6 y and x y. In fact, the simpli cation algorithm is still sound since the new predicates are not simpli ed and do not give rise to updates of R through Upd( ; ). However, we can use R to simplify the new predicates in some cases, e.g., for x 6 y, we can add the case if x R 0 y then F else x 6 y. Now, we turn our attention to another type of simpli cation. The idea is that universal quanti cations can be pushed inwards over conjunctions and that quanti ed predicates in some cases then can be simpli ed. We use this observation to maintain a set, X, of variables corresponding to universal quanti ed variables met solely by simpli cation of conjunctions, and de ne a function j j = re , which, compared to j j = r , takes X as an extra argument. R j j = Actually, the soundness of the latter requires the quotient set of the domain by the equivalence, D= D , to have a size of at least two. However, empty or singleton quotient sets do not seem very useful, so the restriction should not be signi cant in practice.
Notice that with the exception of the extension concerning contingent formulas, all extensions can all be combined.
In the rst half of this section, we focus on qualitative aspects of the simpli cation algorithm by means of ve examples used to illustrate di erent simpli cation ideas. In the second half, we deal with some quantitative aspects of the simpli cation algorithm and the Kleene algorithm through time measures of concrete implementations applied to increasingly larger input. Consider the following symbolic transition graphs: All actions are internal, so has been omitted from the graphs together with the trivial guarding conditions T. Before proceeding, we invite the reader to try to see which graphs are bisimilar. Now, applying j j = r to the bisimulation formula mgb g i ;g j ($ mgb g j ;g i ), we get the table of simpli ed formulas Adding to j j = re an extra case for 6 , the formula in entry (i; j) = (5; 2) would also simplify to F, and if the modi cation suggested from (2), i.e., transforming x 6 y_E to x y ! E, is incorporated into the algorithms as well, then the last two entries would also simplify completely, but this time to T. Turning to the quantitative aspects of the concrete algorithms, we consider processes dened for i 0 by 
